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現在の宇宙のバリオン物質
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Outline

• Clusters as cosmological tool

• systematics limited

• Next-generation cluster study

• Astro-H + eROSITA

• Future missions under discussion

• Cluster with z >2

• WHIM: Unexplored phase of Baryonic 
matter
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Cluster as cosmological tool

• Cluster進化: 宇宙の密度と膨張速度に依存

• Gas mass ratio, fgas, of cluster: “standard candle”(?)

catalogues. Poissonian distributions are used for the total numbers

of clusters in the bootstrap catalogues (Markevitch 1998), rather

than simply choosing (with replacement) 25 or 10 clusters for all

low- and high-redshift catalogues respectively.

3.2 Comparison with model predictions

Given that the cumulative cluster number density varies rapidly

with temperature, uncertainties in either the mass-to-temperature

conversion or in the observed temperatures of individual clusters

will impact more on the results than any minor incompleteness.

These effects can both be modelled by smoothing the model

temperature function before it is compared with observational

data. The width of the smoothing function, which has been taken

to be a Gaussian, has been estimated by adding the fractional

uncertainties from the two sources in quadrature. From the results in

Fig. 1, the scatter in individual cluster bTM values is slightly less

than 20 per cent, and it appears to be independent of redshift for

z < 0:4. While these simulations were of an Q0 ! 0:3, L0 ! 0:7

model, in the absence of information to the contrary, this scatter is

assumed to apply to other cosmological models as well. For both

observational redshift ranges, the temperature uncertainties are

sufficiently small compared with the scatter in bTM that neglecting

them will not affect the final results significantly. Therefore a

Gaussian distribution of width 0.2T , corresponding to the assumed

scatter in bTM, was used. From Fig. 3 it is apparent that this

correction is not negligible compared with the amount of evolution

that the Q0 ! 1 model predicts. However, if the width of the

Gaussian is similar for both the high- and low-redshift samples,

then the amount of evolution is largely unaffected because the

cumulative temperature function is almost a power law. The

estimate of j8 will be decreased slightly by this effect. Compared

with the rapid evolution in the number of clusters at a particular

temperature, Fig. 3 illustrates how little the temperature at a fixed

number density evolves, and how important any evolution in the

mass–temperature relation is over this range of redshifts.

The model described by equations (2.1) and (2.2) has three free

parameters; Q0, G and j8. The best-fitting values of these parameters

were found by minimizing the value of x2 calculated at five and

three temperatures in the low- and high-redshift bins respectively.

Bin temperatures were chosen to be far apart, in order to reduce the

correlations between the different points. Nevertheless, the full

covariance matrix was employed when calculating the x2 values.

The number of bins used was the minimum for which the results of

the model fitting were found to be robust to the exact positioning of

the bins. If any fewer bins are taken, then the results depend upon

their chosen temperatures. This is particularly so for the low-

redshift data, where the observed function is less smooth than in

the high-redshift case. The statistical uncertainties in the best-fitting

parameters were quantified using both the change in x2 and the

distribution of best-fitting values from the 104 bootstrap catalogues

that were created from the observational data.

3.3 Results

The x2 minimization gave the following best-fitting parameter

values: Q0 ! 0:33, G ! 0:07 and j8 ! 0:71 for L0 ! 0, and Q0 !

0:27, G ! 0:07 and j8 ! 0:81 for L0 ! 1 " Q0. In the latter case,

two different effects act in opposite directions on the most likely

value of Q0 compared with the L0 ! 0 case. If L0 is non-zero, then

the expected amount of evolution at a particular Q0 increases

because of the more rapidly changing fluctuation growth factor.

However, the volume surveyed between redshifts 0.3 and 0.4 also

increases if a L0 ! 1 " Q0 term is included, and this has the effect

of decreasing the observed cluster number density at high-redshift

relative to the low-redshift measurement. Given that the most likely

Q0 decreases, albeit only slightly, when L0 is assumed to be non-

zero, the former effect is the more important. The best-fitting curves

for L0 ! 0, together with the observational data points, are shown in

Fig. 4.

In order to assess the statistical uncertainties in the estimated

parameters, one can consider both the contours of Dx2 and the

distributions of the best-fitting values of the bootstrap catalogues. It

is interesting to look at both of these, because the x2 method

formally assumes that the uncertainty in the estimated temperature

function is Gaussian distributed, which is not fully justified, given

the small number of clusters in the two samples. Fig. 5 shows the

1148 V. R. Eke et al.

! 1998 RAS, MNRAS 298, 1145–1158

Figure 3. The predicted evolution of the cluster temperature function

between z ! 0:05 and 0.33 is shown for an Q0 ! 1 model with j8 ! 0:52

and G ! 0:25, both before (solid) and after (dashed) a Gaussian smoothing

with width 0.2T has been applied.

Figure 4. The best-fitting model and the corresponding data are shown for

the L0 ! 0 case. Low- (high-) redshift data are represented with a dashed

(solid) line and open (filled) squares as in Fig. 2.

Eke et al. 1998

温度関数
Best fit parameter
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Cluster 進化
1064 VIKHLININ ET AL. Vol. 692

Figure 2. Illustration of sensitivity of the cluster mass function to the cosmological model. In the left panel, we show the measured mass function and predicted
models (with only the overall normalization at z = 0 adjusted) computed for a cosmology which is close to our best-fit model. The low-z mass function is reproduced
from Figure 1, which for the high-z cluster we show only the most distant subsample (z > 0.55) to better illustrate the effects. In the right panel, both the data and the
models are computed for a cosmology with !" = 0. Both the model and the data at high redshifts are changed relative to the !" = 0.75 case. The measured mass
function is changed because it is derived for a different distance–redshift relation. The model is changed because the predicted growth of structure and overdensity
thresholds corresponding to #crit = 500 are different. When the overall model normalization is adjusted to the low-z mass function, the predicted number density of
z > 0.55 clusters is in strong disagreement with the data, and therefore this combination of !M and !" can be rejected.

insensitive to variations of n within the WMAP measurement
uncertainties and even to setting n = 1.

Once the combined likelihood as a function of cosmological
parameters is available, we use the quantity !2 ln L, whose
statistical properties are equivalent to the !2 distribution (Cash
1979), to find the best-fit parameters and confidence intervals.

In addition to statistical uncertainties, we also consider
different sources of systematics. We do not include systematic
errors in the likelihood function but instead refit parameters with
the relations affected by systematics varied within the estimated
1" uncertainties. This approach allows as not only to estimate
how the confidence intervals are expanded from combination of
all systematic errors, but also to track the most important source
of uncertainty for each case. A full analysis of systematic errors
is presented in Section 8.4 for the case of constraints on constant
w in a flat universe; in other cases the systematic uncertainties
contribute approximately the same fraction of the total error
budget. We also verified that in the constant w case, our method
of estimating the systematic errors produces the results which
are very close to the more accurate procedure using the Markov
chain analysis.

5. CONSTRAINTS FROM THE SHAPE OF THE LOCAL
MASS FUNCTION: !Mh

The shape of the cluster mass function reflects the shape of
the linear power spectrum in the relevant range of scales, ap-
proximately 10 h!1 Mpc in our case. This shape, for a reason-
able range of parameters in the CDM cosmology is controlled
(Bardeen et al. 1986) mostly by the quantity !Mh. It is useful
to consider constraints on this combination separately because
they are nearly independent of the rest of the cosmological pa-
rameters we are trying to measure with the cluster data.

Fixing the primordial power-spectrum index to the WMAP
value, n = 0.95, the fit to the local mass function11 gives !Mh =

11 Including the high-redshift data, we obtain a consistent value,
!Mh = 0.198 ± 0.022. Combined with the HST prior on h, this leads to a
measurement of !M = 0.275 ± 0.043. However, using the high-z data makes

0.184 ± 0.024 (purely statistical 68% CL uncertainties). The
best-fit value is degenerate with the assumed primordial power-
spectrum index, and the variation approximately follows the
relation #!Mh = !0.31#n. The variations of n within the range
constrained by the WMAP data, ±0.015, lead to negligibly small
changes in our derived !Mh.

An additional source of statistical uncertainty is that related to
the derivation of the L–M relation, since we derive this relation
from the same set of clusters. Uncertainties in the L–M relation
are translated into those of the survey volume and hence the
cluster mass function. Most of our cosmological constraints are
primarily sensitive to the cluster number density near the median
mass of the sample. This median mass, the V (M) uncertainties
are small compared with statistics (see Section 6 in Paper II).
The !Mh determination, however, is based on the relative
number density of clusters near the high and low mass ends
of the sample. Since the volume is a fast-decreasing function at
low M’s, the V (M) variations are important. The most important
parameter of the L–M relation in our case is the power-law slope,
# (see Equation (20) in Paper II). Variations of # within the
error bars (±0.14) of the best-fit value lead to changes in the
derived !Mh of ±0.027. Adding this in quadrature to the formal
statistical errors quoted above, we obtain a total uncertainty of
±0.035 (see Table 1). We have verified that other sources of
systematics in the !Mh determination are much less important
than those related to the L–M relation.

In principle, a nonzero mass of light neutrino has some
effect on the perturbation power spectrum at low redshifts. We
checked, however, that their effect on the shape of the cluster
mass function is negligible for any

!
m$ within the range

allowed by the CMB data (Komatsu et al. 2009). Therefore,
neutrinos do not affect our results on !Mh.

the !Mh constraints dependent on the background cosmology and therefore
we prefer to base this measurement only on the local mass function. Also, we
use the YX-based mass estimates for this and "8 analyses. The other
observables, TX or Mgas, give essentially identical results, because all of them
were normalized using the same set of low-z clusters see Paper II. The
difference between mass proxies is only important for the measurements based
on the evolution of the high-z mass function (Section 7).

37 Chandra clusters, Vikhlinin+2009

質量関数
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Gas-mass ratio, fgas

886 S. W. Allen et al.
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Figure 2. The apparent variation of the X-ray gas mass fraction measured within r2500 as a function of redshift for the (left-hand panel) reference !CDM
and (right-hand panel) reference SCDM ("m = 1.0, "! = 0.0, h = 0.5) cosmologies. The plotted error bars are statistical rms 1# uncertainties. The global,
absolute normalization of the fgas value should be regarded as uncertain at the !10–15 per cent level due to systematic uncertainties in instrument calibration,
modelling and the level of non-thermal pressure support (Section 4.2).
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Figure 3. The X-ray gas mass fraction as a function of mass-weighted
temperature measured within r2500 for the reference !CDM cosmology. The
dotted line shows the best-fitting power-law model which provides a good
description of the data ($2 =43.5 for 40 degrees of freedom) and is consistent
with a constant value (slope % = 0.005 ± 0.058). The solid lines shows the
2# limits on the slopes allowed by the data. The figure demonstrates that
fgas is essentially independent of temperature for the massive, dynamically
relaxed clusters in the present sample.

on average, !6 per cent higher than those reported here, for the
systems in common.

Pointecouteau et al. (2004) present an analysis of XMM–Newton
data for Abell 478, for which they measure an fgas value at r2500 of
0.13 ± 0.02, in good agreement with this work. These authors also
report a value of 0.11 for Abell 1413, based on the data of Pratt &
Arnaud (2002), which is consistent with the results reported here.

Vikhlinin et al. (2006) present fgas measurements for 13 clusters of
which six are in common with this study. On average, the Vikhlinin
et al. (2006) fgas results are !10 per cent lower than those reported

here after correcting their values to the same reference !CDM
cosmology.

We note that the statistical uncertainties on the fgas measurements
listed in Table 3 are, typically, larger than those reported by other
authors. Two contributing factors to this difference are: (1) that the
present analysis does not impose strong priors on the shapes of
the temperature and density profiles in the clusters through the use
of parametric models (the use of such parameterizations can lead
to spuriously tight constraints in cases where they do not provide
an adequate description of the data); and (2) the fgas measurement
errors reported here are marginalized over the uncertainties in all
other parameters, including the uncertainties in r2500.

4 C O S M O L O G I C A L A NA LY S I S

4.1 Markov Chain Monte Carlo method

Our determination of cosmological parameters uses an MCMC
method. We employ a modified version of the COSMOMC code4

of Lewis & Bridle (2002; see Rapetti, Allen & Weller 2005;
Rapetti et al. 2007 for details of the enhancements), which uses a
Metropolis–Hastings MCMC algorithm to explore parameter space.
We run the code on four to 16 processors simultaneously, creating
multiple chains and using the message passing interface to dynam-
ically update the proposal matrix based on the covariance of post-
burn-in samples. This leads to a much faster convergence than would
be obtained from a single chain run on a single compute node.

Convergence is assessed using the Gelman–Rubin criterion
(Gelman & Rubin 1992). Convergence is deemed acceptable when
the ratio of between-chain to mean-chain variances, R, satisfies
R " 1 < 0.1. (We have also visually compared individual chains
to ensure that consistent final results were obtained.) In general, our
combined chains typically have lengths of at least 105 samples and
have R " 1 # 0.1. (For the evolving-w models, R " 1 ! 0.1.) Con-
servative burn-in periods of at least 10 000 samples were allowed
for each chain.

4 http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/.

C$ 2007 The Authors. Journal compilation C$ 2007 RAS, MNRAS 383, 879–896

42 Chandra clusters, Allen+2008

(Sasaki 1996)
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w0 from clusters

No. 2, 2009 CHANDRA CLUSTER COSMOLOGY PROJECT. III. 1069

Figure 8. Comparison of the dark energy constraints from X-ray clusters and
from other individual methods (SNe, BAOs, and WMAP).

Adding the mass function information combined with the
HST prior on h breaks the degeneracy along the !X direction.
For example, the ellipse in Figure 7 shows the 68% CL region
from fitting both the evolution and shape of the Mgas-based mass
function. The one-parameter confidence intervals in this case
are !X = 0.75 ± 0.04 and w0 = !1.14 ± 0.21. These results
compare favorably with those from other individual methods—
SNe, BAO, WMAP (Figure 8), although the SNe and CMB
data provide tighter constraints on w0 for a fixed !X. The
real strength of the cluster data is, however, when they are
combined with the CMB and other cosmological data sets. The
combined constraints are very similar for the Mgas and YX-based
cluster mass functions, and therefore we discuss only the former
hereafter.

8.3. w0 from the Combination of Clusters with Other Data

First, we consider a combination of the cluster data with
the WMAP distance priors (see Section 5.4 in Komatsu et al.
2009). Cluster data bring information on growth of density
perturbations and normalized distances in the z " 0.0–0.9
interval, and—weakly—on the !Mh parameter. Adding this
information reduces the WMAP-only uncertainties on w0 and
!X approximately by a factor of 2 (dark blue region in Figure 9):
w0 = !1.08 ± 0.15, !X = 0.76 ± 0.04.

A much more significant improvement of the constraints
arises from the !8 determination from low-redshift clusters (dark
red region in Figure 9). Comparison of the local determination of
!8 with the CMB normalization mostly provides a measurement
of the total perturbation growth factor between zCMB and the
present. This depends more sensitively on w0 than the evolution
of the cluster mass function because of, first, larger redshift
leverage, and second, because the perturbation amplitude at
high z is measured more accurately by CMB than by 37 clusters
from the 400d survey.

Is it appropriate to use the !8 versus CMB normalization
information in the dark energy constraints or does it require
unreasonable interpolation of the dark energy parameteriza-
tion to high redshifts? We note in this regard that for any

Figure 9. Dark energy constraints in a flat universe from the combination of the
CMB and cluster data (dark blue region). Adding the !8 vs. CMB normalization
information significantly improves constraints on w0 for a fixed !X (inner red
region).

combination of the cosmological parameters in the vicinity of
the “concordance” model, w0 " !1, !X = 0.25–0.3, the uni-
verse becomes matter dominated and enters the deceleration
stage by z # 1.5 ! 2; the growth of perturbations is basically
fixed after that at G(z) = 1. In other words, the CMB data can
be used to safely predict the amplitude of density perturbations
at z = 1.5–2 almost independently of the exact dark energy
properties. As long as it is appropriate to use a particular dark
energy parameterization in the z = 0–2 interval, it is therefore
appropriate to use the same model for the joint clusters+WMAP
fit.

By itself, adding the !8 information does not significantly
improve the w0 and !X constraints (the total extent of the 1!
confidence regions is similar to the WMAP+evolution case),
but the confidence region becomes much more degenerate with
!X (see the inner red region in Figure 9), which increases the
potential for improvement when we combine these results with
other cosmological data sets, BAO and SNe.

The combined constraints from all four cosmological data
sets are shown in Figure 10 (inner dark red region). The 68%
one-parameter confidence intervals are !X = 0.740 ± 0.012
and w0 = !0.991 ± 0.045. The importance of adding informa-
tion from our cluster samples is illustrated by a factor of # 1.5
reduction of the measurement uncertainties with respect to the
WMAP+SN+BAO data alone: we obtain w0 = !0.995 ± 0.067
without clusters (dark blue region in Figure 10; these results are
essentially identical to those reported in Komatsu et al. 2009).
Perhaps more importantly, including the cluster data also re-
duces systematic uncertainties by a similar amount (Section 8.4).

The best-fit values of the Hubble constant and !8 from
the combination of all data sets are h = 0.715 ± 0.012 and
!8 = 0.786 ± 0.011. These values are within 68% confidence
intervals of their determination by direct measurements (HST
Key Project results for h and fitting the low-z cluster mass
function for !8). The best-fit combination of the dark energy
parameters is also within the 1! confidence regions for each
individual data set included in the constraints (Figure 10).

Cluster evolution (Vikhlinin+2009)
892 S. W. Allen et al.
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Figure 8. The 68.3 and 95.4 per cent (1 and 2! ) confidence constraints
in the ("m, w) plane obtained from the analysis of the Chandra fgas data
(red contours) using standard priors on "b h2 and h. Also shown are the
independent results obtained from CMB data (blue contours) using a weak,
uniform prior on h (0.2 < h < 2.0) and SNIa data (green contours; Davis
et al. 2007). The inner, orange contours show the constraint obtained from
all three data sets combined: "m = 0.253 ± 0.021 and w = !0.98 ± 0.07
(68 per cent confidence limits). No external priors on "b h2 and h are used
when the data sets are combined. A flat cosmology with a constant dark
energy equation of state parameter w is assumed.

energy model (equation 6) and assuming geometric flatness ("k =
0). The left- and right-hand panels show the results obtained for
the two separate SNIa samples (Section 4.3). Using the Davis et al.
(2007) SNIa compilation (left-hand panel), we find no evidence
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Figure 9. The 68.3 and 95.4 per cent confidence limits in the ("m; w0, wet) plane determined from the fgas + CMB + SNIa data using our most general dark
energy model (equation 6) with the transition scalefactor marginalized over the range 0.5 < at < 0.95. The solid, purple contours show the results on ("m,
w0). The dashed, turquoise lines show the results on ("m, wet). The horizontal dotted line denotes the cosmological constant model (w0 = wet = !1). The
left- and right-hand panels show the results obtained for the two SNIa samples: (left-hand panel) Davis et al. (2007) and (right-hand panel) Riess et al. (2007).
A flat geometry ("k = 0) is assumed. The data provide no significant evidence for evolution in w and are consistent with the cosmological constant (#CDM)
model (w = !1; Section 5.5).

for evolution in the dark energy equation of state over the redshift
range spanned by the data: the results on the dark energy equation of
state at late and early times, w0 = !1.05+0.31

!0.26 and wet = !0.83+0.48
!0.43

(68 per cent confidence limits), are both consistent with a cosmo-
logical constant model (w = !1, constant). A similar conclusion is
drawn by Davis et al. (2007) using SNIa + CMB + baryon acoustic
oscillation (BAO) data.

We note, however, a hint of evolution in the dark energy equa-
tion of state when the Riess et al. (2007) ‘gold’ SNIa sample is
used instead (right-hand panel of Fig. 9). In this case, the marginal-
ized constraints on dark energy at late and early times, as defined
in Section 4.4, differ at the 2–3! level. Similar indications are also
apparent in the analysis of the same SNIa (+ CMB + BAO) data
by Riess et al. (2007). However, the analysis using the Davis et al.
(2007) SNIa compilation (left-hand panel), which includes the high-
quality, high-redshift HST supernovae from Riess et al. (2007) and
which shows no suggestion of a departure from the #CDM model,
argues that the hint of evolution in the right-hand panel of Fig. 9
may be systematic in origin (see also Conley et al. 2007; Riess et al.
2007 for discussions).

5.6 The degeneracy breaking power of the combined
f gas + CMB (+ SNIa) data

The degeneracy breaking power of the combined fgas + CMB data
set is evidenced in the left-hand panel of Fig. 10, which shows the
constraints on "m versus "DE for a #CDM model with free cur-
vature for the CMB data alone (blue contours) and the combined
fgas + CMB data set (orange contours). For the fgas + CMB data, we
measure "m = 0.278+0.064

!0.050 and "# = 0.732+0.040
!0.046 (68 per cent confi-

dence limits), with the curvature "k = !0.011+0.015
!0.017. As mentioned

above, no external priors on "b h2 and H0 are required when the fgas

and CMB data are combined. The degeneracy breaking power of
other combinations of data with the CMB is discussed by Spergel
et al. (2007).

C" 2007 The Authors. Journal compilation C" 2007 RAS, MNRAS 383, 879–896

fgas (Allen+2008)
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fgas は universal か?

Suzaku observations of outer region of clusters

Improved constraints on dark energy 887

4.2 Analysis of the f gas data: modelling and systematic
allowances

The differences between the shapes of the f gas(z) curves in Figs 2(a)
and (b) reflect the dependence of the measured fgas values on the
assumed angular diameter distances to the clusters. Under the as-
sumption (Section 1) that fgas should, in reality, be approximately
constant with redshift, as suggested by non-radiative simulations of
large clusters (Eke et al. 1998; Crain et al. 2007; uncertainties in
the predictions from simulations are discussed below) inspection of
Fig. 2 would clearly favour the !CDM over the SCDM cosmology.

To determine constraints on cosmological parameters, it is not
necessary to generate f gas(z) data sets for every cosmology of inter-
est and compare them to the expected behaviour. Rather, one can fit
a single, reference f gas(z) data set with a model that accounts for the
expected apparent variation in f gas(z) as the underlying cosmology
is varied. We choose to work with the !CDM reference cosmol-
ogy, although similar results can in principle be derived for other
reference cosmologies.

The model fitted to the reference !CDM data is

f !CDM
gas (z) = K A" b(z)

1 + s(z)

!
#b

#m

"#
d!CDM

A (z)
dA(z)

$1.5

, (3)

where dA(z) and d!CDM
A (z) are the angular diameter distances to the

clusters in the current test model and reference cosmologies,

dA = c

H0(1 + z)
!

#k
sinh

!%
#k

& z

0

dz
E(z)

"
, (4)

with E(z) defined as in Section 4.4. The factor A in equation (3)
accounts for the change in angle subtended by r2500 as the underlying
cosmology is varied5:

A =
!

$!CDM
2500

$2500

"%

"
'

H (z)dA(z)
[H (z)dA(z)]!CDM

(%

. (5)

Here, % is the slope of the f gas(r/r2500) data in the region of r2500, as
measured for the reference !CDM cosmology. For simplicity, we
use the best-fitting average slope of % = 0.214 ± 0.022 determined
from a fit to the whole sample over the range 0.7 < r/r2500 < 1.2
(Section 3) and marginalize over the slope uncertainty. This angular
correction factor, which is close to unity for all cosmologies and
redshifts of interest, has not been employed in previous studies and,
indeed, can be neglected without significant loss of accuracy for
most work. Nevertheless, we include it here for completeness and
note that its inclusion leads to slightly tighter constraints on dark
energy than would otherwise be obtained.

The parameter " in equation (3) models non-thermal pressure
support in the clusters. Based on hydrodynamical simulations,
Nagai et al. (2007a) estimate a bias of #9 per cent in fgas measure-
ments at r2500 for relaxed clusters. This bias originates primarily

5 To see the origin of the correction factor A, recall that equation (3) predicts
the fgas value at the measurement radius in the reference !CDM cosmology.
This measurement radius corresponds to a fixed angle $!CDM

2500 for each clus-
ter, which will differ slightly from $2500, the angle corresponding to r2500
for that cluster in the current test cosmology. The mass contained within
radius r2500, M2500 = 104!r3

2500&crit/3. Given that the temperature, and
temperature and density gradients, in the region of $2500 are likely to be ap-
proximately constant, the hydrostatic equation gives M2500 $# r2500. Thus,
since &crit = 3 H(z)2/8!G, we have r2500 $# H (z)%1, and the angle spanned
by r2500 at redshift z, $2500 = r2500/dA $# (H (z)dA)%1. Since the fgas pro-
files follow a smooth power-law form in the region of $2500, the ratio of the
model fgas value at $!CDM

2500 to that at $2500 can be described by equation (5).

from subsonic motions in the intracluster gas and, as discussed by
those authors (see also Section 5.3), can be regarded as an upper
limit, given observational indications that the gas viscosity in real
clusters appears likely to exceed that modelled in the simulations.
For the large, relaxed clusters and measurement radii of interest here,
non-thermal pressure support due to cosmic rays (Pfrommer et al.
2007) and magnetic fields (Dolag & Schindler 2000) is expected
to be small. Based on these considerations, our default analysis as-
sumes a uniform prior of 1.0 < " < 1.1, although we also consider
the case where the non-thermal pressure support may be up to twice
as large, i.e. 1.0 < " < 1.2.

The parameter s(z) = s0(1 + 'sz) in equation (3) models the
baryonic mass fraction in stars. As discussed in Section 2.5, we
include a 30 per cent Gaussian uncertainty on s0, such that s0 =
(0.16 ± 0.05) h0.5

70 , and a 20 per cent uniform prior on 's, such that
%0.2 < 's < 0.2, allowing for evolution in the stellar baryonic mass
fraction of ± 20 per cent per unit redshift interval.

The factor b(z) = b0(1 + 'bz) is the ‘depletion’ or ‘bias’ fac-
tor, i.e. the ratio by which the baryon fraction measured at r2500

is depleted with respect to the universal mean; such depletion is a
natural consequence of the thermodynamic history of the gas. The
non-radiative simulations of hot, massive clusters published by Eke
et al. (1998; see also Crain et al. 2007) give b0 = 0.83 ± 0.04 at
r2500, and are consistent with no redshift evolution in b for z < 1. We
use these simulations as a benchmark because other simulations that
include cooling currently tend to significantly overproduce young
stars in the largest galaxies (see e.g. Balogh et al. 2001), which is
problematic for the prediction of b(z). We note also the good agree-
ment between the observed, scaled f gas(r) profiles determined from
the Chandra data and the b(r) profiles for the three most relaxed
clusters in the simulations of Eke et al. (1998; the red curves in

0 0.1 0.2

0
0.

5
1

b=
(1

.1
6 

f ga
s!

m
)/

!
b

r/rvir

Figure 4. The X-ray depletion or bias factor, b (i.e. the enclosed baryon
fraction relative to the universal value) as a function of radius, in units of the
virial radius rvir, from the simulations of Eke et al. (1998). The simulated
clusters have similar masses to the systems studied here. The results (at zero
redshift) for the three most dynamically relaxed clusters in the simulations
are shown as bold red curves. Less relaxed simulated clusters are shown as
dashed green curves. The Chandra observations for the six lowest redshift
clusters in the fgas sample are plotted as blue circles, with error bars. (The
Chandra profiles are identical to those shown in Fig. 1, but are scaled assum-
ing #m = 0.27, #b = 0.0413 and r2500 = 0.25 rvir.) The agreement between
the observed and predicted profiles argues that the non-radiative simula-
tions provide a reasonable approximation for the purpose of predicting the
baryonic mass distributions.

C& 2007 The Authors. Journal compilation C& 2007 RAS, MNRAS 383, 879–896

Figure 4: The integrated, enclosed gas mass fraction profile for the NW arm. The cosmic baryon fraction
from WMAP7 (22) is indicated by the horizontal dashed black line; accounting for 12% of the baryons being
in stars (23, 24) gives the expected fraction of baryons in the hot gas phase, shown as a solid black line. The
values previously measured for a sample of relaxed clusters at smaller radii with Chandra (5) are shown with blue
dots. Predictions from numerical simulations (25) are shown in green. The bottom panel shows by how much the
electron density should be overestimated in each annulus due to clumping in order for the cumulative fgas not to
exceed the correspondingly colored curves in the plot above.

13

RXCJ0605

entropy gas fraction

M200 = 4.2x1014 M⊙

c200 = 12

S∝R1.1

non-rad gravity
Voit 2005

fb

fb - 10% stars

assume NFW

(Allen+2008)

(Simionescu+2011) (Miller+2011)

Perseus cluster RXCJ0605
r2500
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Non-thermal pressures

Reimer+2004

Pg の~10%あれば
FermiでみえるはずRotation measure

Radio+Hard X-ray

~30% (?)

~ 1% (?)
Swift: Ajello+2009
Suzaku: Ota+2011

Resonant scattering
X-ray Line center

Astro-H SXS
Astro-H HXI system

XMM: Sanders+2010
Suzaku: Tamura+2011

質量推定
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開発中の X線ミッション
• ASTRO-H (Japan + US + Europe) 2014

• High resolution X-ray spectroscopy: 
Kinetic pressure

• Imaging hard X-ray spectroscopy: 
magnetic pressure of clusters

• eROSITA (Germany + Russia) 2013

• High sensitivity X-ray all sky survey with 
medium energy resolution: detection of  
~7,000 clusters (>1000 photons) up to 
z~1.5

10
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Astro-H
• 次の日本の major X-ray astronomy mission
• “X-ray observatory”，国際協力: 日+米 にヨーロッパの

参加
• 2014年打ち上げ予定

• Scientific objectives
• revealing the large-scale structure of the universe and 

its evolution
• understanding the extreme conditions in the universe
• exploring the diverse phenomena of the non-thermal 

universe
• elucidating dark matter and dark energy

• High-resolution soft X-ray spectroscopy and wide-band 
imaging X-ray spectroscopy

11
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Astro-H science payloads

Deployable 
Optical 
Bench

micro-calorimater
 array X-ray CCD

Focal Length = 12 m

Focal Length = 5.6 m

Hard X-ray Imaging 
System (HXIS)

Non-imaging 
Soft γ-ray 
detectors
（SGD）

Fixed
Optical 
Bench

CdTe & SI double-
side strip detectors

Soft X-ray 
Spectrometer (SXS)

Soft X-ray Imaging 
system (SXIS)

5-80 keV
ΔE=1.5 keV@60keV

9’x9’x FOV

Multi-layer coated 
thin-foil mirrors

Thin-foil mirrors

0.3-12 keV
ΔE ≤ 7eV
3’x3’ FOV

0.3-12 keV
ΔE ≤ 150eV@6keV

38‘x38’ FOV

30-600 keV
ΔE = 2keV@40 keV

0.6ºx0.6º FOV
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Soft X-ray Spectrometer (SXS)
• High resolution X-ray spectrometer using a 

microcalorimeter array
• High Energy resolution (FWHM<7eV) and 

modest imaging (6x6) capabilities
• Will be most sensitive high-resolution 

spectrometer ever built for energies above 
~ 1 keV

• No degradation of energy resolution for 
spatially extended sources

• Recovery of Suzaku XRS with improved 
sensitivity

SXS-XSC Dewar

SXS XRT (SXT-S)

Soft X-ray Spectrometer - 
X-ray Calorimeter System

Thin foil mirror
45cm diameter, 
5.6m focal length, 
1’ resolution

6x6 µ-calorimeter array
≤ 7 eV resolution
2.9x2.9’ FOV

50 mK

Microcalorimeters
High quantum 
efficiency
Imaging capability

TB

T
C

E

G
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Cluster with SXS
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Kinematic motion

衝突する銀河団A2256 シミュレーション

v=1000 km/s 

Sun et al. 2002

Chandra

350 photons in w

σ= 0, 150km/s (3 eV), 300 km/s (6 eV)

Turbulence 

Merger, 
A2256 (z = 0.058)

Inogamov and Sunyaev 2003

 (Probed down to ~100km/s)
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eROSITA
• “All sky X-ray survey mission” on SRG satellite
• Much better spatial resolution, sensitivity, & 

spectral resolution (30”) compared to ROSAT
• Germany + Russia
• Planned to be put in orbit in 2013
• Detection of 100000 clusters (>100 photons)

7000 clusters (>1000 photons)up to z ~1.5

• Synergy with Astro-H
• 104 cluster samples z<1.5

calibrated with local 
sample by Astro-H 

• Mass function, fgas, BAO

Prospects of cluster surveys to various 
depth 

REFLEX2 

(x100)!
x

1
0
!

„UCS“!

„DUO“ 

eROSITA 
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Sterile Neutrinos
Sterile neutrinos in cosmology and astrophysics 23
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Figure 4: The allowed region of parameters for DM sterile neutrinos produced
via mixing with the active neutrinos (unshaded region). The two thick black
lines bounding this region represent production curves for nonresonant produc-
tion (NRP) (upper line, L6 = 0) and for resonant production (RP) (lower line,
Lmax

6 = 700) with the maximal lepton asymmetry, attainable in the !MSM [53, 48].
The thin colored curves between these lines represent production curves for (from
top to bottom) L6 = 8, 12, 16, 25, and 70. The red shaded region in the upper
right corner represents X-ray constraints [77, 78, 80, 88, 89] (rescaled by a factor
of two to account for possible systematic uncertainties in the determination of
DM content [86, 80]). The black dashed-dotted line approximately shows the RP
models with minimal !q" for each mass, i.e., the family of models with the largest
cold component. The black filled circles along this line are compatible with the
Lyman-" bounds [90], and the points with M1 # 4 keV are also compatible with
X-ray bounds. The region below 1 keV is ruled out according to the phase-space
density arguments [34]. Abbreviation: BBN, big bang nucleosynthesis.

Boyarsky et al. (2009)

~200 eV ➙4 eV
Suzaku Astro-H

Astro-H a factor of ~7 improvement 
for 1 – 10 keV
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Astro-H と eROSITAの先へ
• Under discussion

• High resolution spectroscopy of distant 
clusters (z ~ 2 and beyond)

• “Observatory” type mission

• Athena (ESA + Japan+US)

• Probing ‘unexplored’ phase of baryonic 
matter 

• “Survey” type small mission (survey of 
selected sky areas)

• DIOS, DIOS+ (Edge, Xenia..)
(Japan + Europe+US)

18
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Athena
• Key science

• Probe the behavior of matter moving around black holes.
• Determine how supermassive black holes grow in 

obscured environments in galaxy centers
• Trace the formation of Large Scale Structure through the 

fate of hot baryons in galaxy clusters, their structure and 
evolution.

• Study the physics of feedback, by measuring the energy 
deposited by starbursts and AGNs galaxies, clusters and 
beyond.

• Study hot cosmic plasmas on all astrophysical 
environments, from solar system bodies to stars, galaxies 
and beyond.

• Science instruments
• Two science instruments

19
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Athena

FPA

FMS

SVM

• Proposed as a L-class mission to ESA 
cosmic vision.  target launch date: 2022

• ESA +  J+US

• Two 11 m focal length telescopes

• High resolution spectroscopy with
>1 k pixel microcarolimter array

• High sensitivity deep survey with
SDD array

20
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Unexplored phase of Baryonic matter

Fukugita & Peebles (2004)
Bregman (2010)

43%

15%

30%

4%
2%6%

Stars Cold gas in galaxies
Cluster ICM

IGM (<105K) ?

IGM(1-5 x 105K) ?

WHIM ?
= IGM (>5x105K) ?

unexplored

only poorly explored
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WHIMのしっぽ1352 BUOTE ET AL. Vol. 695

Sculptor Wall

Figure 1. Sky map (top) and wedge diagram (bottom), each expressed in R.A.,
of the region of the Sculptor Wall where the blazar H 2356-309 is located.
Galaxy redshifts are taken from NED. The (blue) dashed lines in the upper
panel define the range of declination of the galaxies displayed in the lower
panel. Conversely, the (blue) dashed lines in the lower panel define the redshift
range of the points in the upper panel. The blazar line of sight is indicated by
the (red) dotted line in the wedge diagram.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

to catch the blazar in a high state. The observations were per-
formed four months apart because of different triggering criteria
used for the different satellites.

Despite H 2356-309 being observed in its low state
(!10"11 erg cm"2 s"1 0.5–2.0 keV flux), we detected a can-
didate WHIM O vii resonance line in the Sculptor Wall from a
simultaneous fit of the XMM and Chandra data. Although we
examined other candidate lines from other parts of the spectra
using all the XMM and Chandra data, here we present only the
results for the O vii line because only for it do we achieve a
detection of at least 3! significance.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
the observations and describe the data preparation. The spectral
fitting, modeling approach, and systematic errors are discussed
in Section 3. We present our conclusions in Section 4.

2. OBSERVATIONS

On 2007 June 2 XMM observed H 2356-309 (ObsID
0504370701) for approximately 130 ks with the Reflection Grat-
ing Spectrometer (RGS) as the primary instrument. The RGS is
comprised of two nominally identical sets of gratings, the RGS1

and RGS2. But due to the failure of one of the CCD chips early
in the mission, the RGS2 lacks sensitivity over the energy range
(20–24 Å) relevant for the O vii lines. Consequently, we focus
on the RGS1 in this paper. We analyzed the RGS1 data with
the most up-to-date XMM-Newton Science Analysis Software
(SAS 8.0.0)6 along with the latest calibration files.

We generated a light curve of the background events using
CCD number 9; i.e., the CCD that is close to the optical axis
and is most likely to be affected by the background flares.
Inspection of the light curve does reveal a flare near the end of the
observation, which we removed, resulting in a clean exposure
of 126 ks for the RGS1. Using these good time intervals, we
reprocessed the RGS1 data to produce the data files required
for spectral analysis; i.e., the response matrix, the background
spectrum, and the file containing the spectrum of H 2356-309
(which also contains background). We restrict our analysis to
the first-order spectra, because the second order does not cover
the relevant O vii line energies and its count rate is much
lower.

Chandra observed H 2356-309 for 95.5 ks with the Low-
Energy Transmission Grating (LETG) and the HRC-S detectors,
which offer the best compromise between sensitivity and spec-
tral resolution in the wavelength range of the O vii lines. We
reduced the data using the standard Chandra Interactive Analy-
sis of Observations (CIAO) software (version 4.0) and Chandra
Calibration Database (CALDB, version 3.4.0) and followed the
standard Chandra data reduction threads.7 To ensure up-to-date
calibration, we reprocessed the data from the “level 1” events
file to create a new “level 2” file for analysis. We applied the
latest HRC gain map and pulse-height filter for use with LETG
data.8 This procedure removed a sizable portion of background
events with negligible X-ray event loss. From inspection of the
light curves extracted from source-free regions of the detector,
we concluded that the observation was not affected significantly
by background flares.

We used the CIAO software to produce the files required
for spectral analysis; i.e., the response matrix, the background
spectrum, and the file containing the spectrum of H 2356-309
(which also contains background). Unlike the RGS, different
orders cannot be separated from the LETG–HRC-S spectra,
and so a given spectrum contains all orders. Consequently, by
default we use a response matrix that includes information up
to the sixth order. In Section 3.5, we compare results using a
response matrix that includes information only on the first-order
spectrum.

We rebinned the spectra to optimize detection of the absorp-
tion lines. After some experimentation, we achieved this by
requiring a minimum of 75 and 40 counts per bin, respectively,
in the RGS1 and LETG spectra.

In Figure 2, we present the background-subtracted Chandra
and XMM spectra (the background subtraction is achieved
in the normal way in xspec via the “data” and “backgrnd”
commands). Two candidate absorption lines in each detector
are immediately apparent upon visual inspection. The line near
21.6 Å corresponds to O vii for z = 0, consistent with nearby
WHIM in the Local Group or hot gas in the Milky Way. However,
the other candidate line near 22.3 Å corresponds to O vii
for z # 0.03, consistent with the redshift of the unvirialized

6 http://xmm.esac.esa.int/sas/8.0.0/
7 http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/threads/
8 http://cxc.harvard.edu/contrib/letg/GainFilter/
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Figure 2. Background-subtracted XMM (black) and Chandra (red) spectra of the blazar H 2356-309 over the wavelength range 21.0 Å–22.5 Å used to study the
candidate O vii lines. The spectral models represent a power-law continuum, two absorption lines broadened by the instrumental resolution and the Voigt function,
and foreground Galactic absorption from cold gas. The wavelength positions of the two absorption lines, nearby and Sculptor, are indicated.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

structure in the Sculptor Wall. (The absorption line near 21.8 Å
in the RGS1 is a known instrumental feature.)

3. SPECTRAL FITTING

We performed spectral fitting using xspec version 11.3.2ag
(Arnaud 1996) and minimized the Cash C-statistic (Cash 1979),
rather than !2, to obtain unbiased parameter estimates from
the Poisson-distributed spectral data (Humphrey et al. 2009).
In all the fits the foreground absorbing Hydrogen column
density from cold gas in the Milky Way was fixed at the value
(1.33 ! 1020 cm"2; Dickey & Lockman 1990) using the phabs
model in xspec.

3.1. Models

A common practice in X-ray studies of the WHIM is to char-
acterize the properties of a candidate absorption line by sub-
tracting a Gaussian component from a model of the continuum.
The equivalent width is computed from this composite model,
from which the column density of the absorber is inferred. This
procedure is well suited to the case where the absorber is op-
tically thin (i.e., linear part of the curve of growth), which we
show is not the case for the candidate Galactic and extragalactic
WHIM absorbers in H 2356-309. In these cases, a compos-
ite continuum-minus-Gaussian model takes negative values at
the line centers. Consequently, we constructed a physical line-
absorption model as follows.

Let I (E; 0) be the monochromatic specific intensity of photon
energy E incident at coordinate s = 0 assuming plane-parallel
geometry. The emergent radiation at coordinate s is then

I (E; s) = I (E; 0)e"" (E;s), (1)

where the optical depth9 is

" (E; s) = N(s)
#e2

mec
f $(E). (2)

The quantity, N(s) =
! s

0 nds, is the column density of absorbing
atoms, and f is the absorption oscillator strength of the spectral
line transition. The line-profile function

$(E) = h

!ED

#
#

H(a, u) (3)

is expressed in terms of the Doppler width as

!ED = E0
b

c
, (4)

where E0 is the rest-frame energy of the line, and

b =
"

2kBT

m
= 32.24

"
T

106 K
16
A

km s"1, (5)

is the Doppler b-parameter. We have expressed b in terms of
an oxygen atom of 16 atomic mass units. The quantity H(a, u)
is the Voigt function which combines the effects of natural and
Doppler broadening through the parameters,

a = h"
4#!ED

, u = !E

!ED

, (6)

where, " is the Einstein-A coefficient of the line transition,
and !E = E " E0. We used the implementation of the Voigt

9 We do not correct for stimulated emission because (1) the effect is small for
the resonance O vii line for expected WHIM temperatures, (2) the WHIM
temperature is not precisely determined by our fits, and (3) the
(1 " exp["E/KBT ]) correction term applies assuming a thermal plasma,
which may not be strictly valid for the WHIM.

XMM

Chandra

Buote+2009Fujimoto+2004

OVII @ z =0.004

2.8-σ with XMM

Virgo cluster

 H2356-309

 LBQS1228+1116

Sculptor wall
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WHIM with emission

目的
• 約100万度の銀河間物質を
初めて捉え，それがミッシ
ングバリオンの何割を占め
るのかを理解する

• ３次元分布図を作る

高電離酸素輝線 (500-700eV) の撮像分光

キー技術
•短焦点 (~1m) 広視野X
線反射望遠鏡

•撮像型高エネルギー分
解能X線分光検出器
• 16x16 TESマイクロ
カロリメータアレイ

DIOS
(or DIOS+)

4 Takei et al.

this reason, the B1 model should be regarded as a gen-
erous lower bound to our detectability estimates. In the
second model, dubbed B2, we do account for the large
scatter in the metallicity-density relation. This scatter
reflects the fact that the metal abundance at a given loca-
tion is not simply determined by the underlying gas den-
sity but also by the thermal and chemical history of the
gas particles. Since it would be hard to model this scat-
ter analytically we resort to hydrodynamical simulations.
For this reason we have enforced the same Z!!g relation
measured by Cen & Ostriker (1999a,b) in their numeri-
cal experiment. In practice we use the density-metallicity
scatter plot measured at z = 0 in the Cen & Ostriker
(1999b) simulation to derive a 2D probability distribu-
tion which is then fed into a Monte Carlo procedure to
assign metallicity to gas particles with known density
in the Borgani et al. (2004) simulation. The result is a
metallicity model with the same Z ! !g relation plotted
in Fig. 2 of Cen & Ostriker (1999a) and characterized
by a 1 " scatter of " 0.3 dex. Note that we did not
use the metallicity of the Borgani et al. (2004) simula-
tion itself since the metal di!usion mechanism built-in
the SPH code reproduces the correct metal content in
high density regions, like the intracluster medium, but
systematically underestimates the metal abundance in
the typical WHIM environments.
We stress the fact that the metallicity assigned in the

post-processing is not self-consistent with the thermal
state of the gas which, in the simulation considered in
this work, is determined ignoring the role of metal cool-
ing. In fact, recent numerical experiments show that the
thermal state of the di!use gas can be significantly al-
tered by metal cooling (????). However, including the
e!ect of metal cooling is beyond the scope of this paper.
Instead, we attempt to bracket the uncertainties that
derives from our simplified by adopting the two very dif-
ferent density-metallicity relations, being confident that
the deterministic density-metallicity relation will provide
very conservative predictions for the detectability of the
WHIM.
To determine the ionization balance we have assumed

pure collisional ionization equilibrium (CIE) and not hy-
brid collisional and photoionization equilibrium as in
Branchini et al. (2009). The use of the CIE assumption
is justified by the fact that in this work we are inter-
ested in emission spectra whose intensity scales with the
squared density of the gas and thus it is heavily weighted
towards high density peaks where the ionisation is basi-
cally determined by collisions. Branchini et al. (2009)
were interested in absorption lines which typically trace
the WHIM in regions of moderate overdensity where
photo-ionization cannot be neglected. Here we focus
on WHIM lines For this reason we have assumed CIE
and used the APEC thermal model included in the code
XSPEC (Smith et al. 2001) to compute emission spec-
tra (Ursino & Galeazzi 2006). The resulting mock X-
ray spectra contains all metal lines but here we focus on
the strongest ones only: the O VIII Ly# line (E =0.653
keV) and the O VII K# triplet (E= 0.561, 0.569, and
0.574 keV).
Model B2 agrees with all available observational

constraints and, from a theoretical viewpoint, pre-
dicts a phase-space diagram (shown in Figure 6 of
Branchini et al. (2009)) which is remarkably close to that
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Fig. 1.— Emission spectrum in a 2.6! ! 2.6! area taken in a 1
Ms observation with Xenia CRIS, assuming an energy resolution
!E = 1 eV. Black: Sum of the Galactic Foreground and unre-
solved extragalactic background. The Galactic O VII triplet and
the O VIII K! line at z = 0 are flagged. Red: Contribution from
the extragalactic gas. The O VII and O VIII lines at z = 0.033 are
indicated in the plot.

of Cen & Ostriker (2006) (shown in Figure 6 of that
paper), a fact that further increases our confidence on
model B2. Therefore in this work we consider B2 as the
reference model and regard predictions from model B1
as a generous lower bound.
One final caveat for model B2: this model is known to

overestimate the X-ray emissivity in high (!g > 103) den-
sity environments, i.e. emission from gas in groups and
clusters (Ursino et al. 2010a). While the precise reason
for this systematics is unknown, a plausible explanation
is represented by the fact that in our model we have as-
sumed primordial composition in the cooling function, in-
stead of updating the cooling rate according to the evolv-
ing metallicity of the gas. The analysis of Bertone et al.
(2010) suggests that this would artificially increase the
emissivity in regions with high density. Brighter emission
from group-like environments increases the chance super-
position from strong emission lines, like those of the Fe
L complex, that may contaminate or even outshine the
weaker O lines, artificially reducing our theoretical esti-
mate of WHIM detection. We will quantify these e!ects
in § 6.1. We again stress the fact that the inclusion of
metal line cooling might have an impact on both the line
surface brightness and the thermal state of the gas. We
qualitatively discuss the expected impact of metal cool-
ing in § 8.

2.1. Mock emission spectra

The detailed procedure used to produce the mock spec-
tra is described in detail in Ursino et al. (2010b), here
we provide a brief summary. To compute the mock X-
ray spectra we have considered all gas particles within
a light-cone extracted from the hydrodynamical simu-
lation, out to z = 0.51. The light cone is formed by
stacking the simulation outputs corresponding to 7 red-
shift intervals, each one of them corresponding to a co-
moving depth of 192h!1 Mpc. We do not consider the
WHIM at z > 0.5 since in that case the O VII lines would
be redshifted to energies at which a number of emission
lines due to L and M transitions of heavier metals make
identification of O lines di"cult. In the stacking pro-
cess, the simulation cubes that constitutes the individual
redshift intervals were randomly shifted and rotated to
avoid periodic replicas of the same large scale structures.
Then, after selecting a random observer within the cube

Takei+ 2011
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DIOS+ simulation
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Studying the WHIM in emission 9
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Fig. 4.— Top left: Contours of constant gas mass fraction in phase-space, i.e., the fraction in unit log ! and log T intervals. The gas
density is normalized to its cosmic mean (X–axis) and its temperature is in unit of K (Y –axis). The plots considers only gas particles in
the redshift slice 0.202 < z < 0.274 and with temperature T > 105 K. Color coded contours are drawn in correspondence of di!erent values
of the gas mass fraction, indicated in the color scale. Top right: same as the top-left panel, but referring to gas elements characterized by
O VII + O VIII line systems strong enough to be detected with 1 Ms observation with CRIS. Bottom panel: the probability distribution
function of the gas density obtained by merging the gas mass fraction in the !–T plane over its temperature. Black curve: all gas elements.
Red dotted curve: gas elements in with both O VII and O VIII above 5 " detection threshold of 0.07 ph s!1 cm!2 sr!1, corresponding to
1 Ms exposure with CRIS. Blue dashed curve: same as the red dotted curve but referring to a 100 ks exposure with detection threshold of
0.48 ph s!1 cm!2 sr!1.

the black curve) could be probed via emission line spec-
troscopy. The remaining 70 % of the gas that will go
undetected typically resides in regions with density be-
low 40 times the cosmic mean and constitutes the bulk
of the WHIM. Reducing the exposure time to 100 ks
further decreases the fraction of detectable gas to ! 20%
and shifts its mean density to larger values (blue dashed).
To further investigate the issue of the WHIM de-

tectability, we plot in Fig. 5 the contours of gas mass
fraction as a function of gas density (X–axis) and line
surface brightness (Y –axis). The two plots refer to the
O VII triplet (left panel) and O VIII line (right panel), re-
spectively, and consider all gas elements with T > 105 K
as in the top-right panel of Fig. 4. The first thing to
notice is the very large range (about 10 order of mag-

nitudes) of line surface brightness. Deep observations
with a Xenia like mission will be capable of probing the
gas above a detection limit of ! 0.1 ph s!1 cm!2 sr!1.
The expected line surface brightness spans !2 order of
magnitude when !g ! 100. Below this value, and for
a line surface brightness below the detection threshold,
the iso-probability contours run almost parallel to the
Y –axis, indicating the di!culty of detecting gas in lower
density environment: huge improvements in the instru-
mental sensitivity would be required to probe the bulk
of the WHIM in emission.

4.2. Estimating the Gas Temperature

The quantitative analysis of the mock spectra allows
us to investigate the thermal properties of the emitting

>105K, unbound

5σ detection with 
1Ms
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TABLE 2
Number of emission line detections with different detector energy resolution

!E fline dNOVII+OVIII/dz Fraction of NOVII+OVIII per deg2

(eV) (ph s!1 cm!2 sr!1) · · · high fFG (%) in the simulation

—a 0.07 2.4 14 446
1 0.07 2.4 20 396
3 0.11 2.1 30 351
5 0.13 2.0 36 274
7 0.15 1.9 41 163

Note. — Column 1: Detector energy resolution. Column 2: Minimum line
surface brightness required for a 5! detection (ph s!1 cm!2 sr!1). Column 3: Ex-
pected number of simultaneous O VIII and O VIII detections per resolution element
and unit redshift. The foreground emission is assumed to have a constant surface
brightness of 20 ph s!1 cm!2 sr!1 keV!1. Column 4: Fraction of the energy range
where foreground emission surface brightness exceeds 20 ph s!1 cm!2 sr!1 keV!1.
Column 5: Number of simultaneous O VIII and O VIII detections per square degree
in the mock spectra. All estimates assume an angular resolution of 2.6" ! 2.6" and
model B2.
a Not convolved with detector energy resolution. The bin size is 1 eV.
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Fig. 9.— Mock spectrum in a 2.6" ! 2.6" area from a 1 Ms ex-
posure with Xenia CRIS. The black spectra are the sum of Galac-
tic foreground and unresolved extragalactic background emission,
while the red is extragalactic di"use gas. The four panels of the
each plot show the spectra convolved with the energy resolution
(FWHM) of 1 eV, 3 eV, 5 eV, and 7 eV, respectively.

!E = 1 eV to 41% for !E = 7 eV. In Table 2 we quan-
tify how energy resolution a"ects the number of expected
detections, splitting its e"ect in two: the increase of the
surface brightness detection threshold (column 3) and
the increase in the number of bins contaminated by the
Galactic Foreground (column 4). All estimates assume
the same setup as in Table 1 apart from energy resolu-
tion: WHIM model B2, 1 Ms observation, and 2.6!! 2.6!

angular resolution. The first e"ect is rather minor and
reduced the expected number of line detection only by

< 20%. On the other hand, contamination by galactic
foreground has a more serious impact since the num-
ber of expected detection is directly proportional to that
of the uncontaminated energy bins. Our results show
that decreasing !E from 1 to 7 eV reduces the number
of expected detection by a factor of 2. It should also
be noticed that this e"ect does not randomly a"ect all
emission line systems. The systems that are more se-
riously a"ected are those with redshifted emission lines
that coincide with those of the Galactic foreground. This
induces a non-trivial selection e"ect in the redshift distri-
bution of the WHIM emitters that need to be corrected
for to trace their 3D distribution.
To quantify the impact of the energy resolution on the

expected number of WHIM line detections we have re-
peated the analysis performed in § 6.1 after convolving
the mock spectra with the appropriate response matrix.
In the analysis of the response-convolved spectra, we
again do not fit the spectra with a particular model, but
searched for the O VII and O VIII line pairs. The only
di"erence is that in the new analysis photon counts in
neighboring energy bins are summed up before search-
ing for emission lines. This is done to collect photons
that are spread into several energy bins (the bin width
is 1 eV) due to the energy resolution of the instrument.
The results of this procedure obviously depend on the
number of neighboring bins to be summed upon. We
set this free parameter by maximizing the number of de-
tectable emission lines. It turns out that the best results
are obtained when summing over ((!E/1 eV) + 1) bins
for!E " 5 eV and over ((!E/1 eV)#3) for !E = 7 eV.
The change of the trend for !E = 7 eV reflects the fact
that at low energy resolution foreground contamination
becomes the limiting factor. The number of expected de-
tections is listed in column 5 of Table 2. It is clear that
an energy resolution !E " 3 eV is desirable, although
even with !E = 7 eV one still expects 160 O VII+O VIII
line detections per square degree. The reason why the
number of expected detection of the ‘no convolution’ case
is di"erent from the analogous one listed in Table 1 is be-
cause in the line detection strategy used in this case, and
described in § 6.1, we have ignored the energy range in
which the surface brightness of the foreground emission

z = 0.2117 − 0.2317 slice

ρgas/⟨ρgas⟩ 
= 10 & 75

OVII & OVIII 
> 5σ

ΔE≤3eVの分解能が必須

Foreground (black)
Signal (red)
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Summary
• X線が探査するBaryonic matter: 
• 銀河団 ICM (T>5x106K & ρgas/⟨ρgas⟩ >70)

•  >5x106 K IGM (WHIM: unexplored yet)
• Cluster ICM as cosmological tools
• 現状：ｚ<0.5，systematics limited
• 次世代：ASTRO-Hによる近傍銀河団＋eROSITAに

よる z<1.5までのsurvey
• さらに将来の計画：議論中
• z>2の銀河団へ

• >5x106 K IGMの3D分布: ρgas/⟨ρgas⟩ > 10

• 加熱機構，重元素の伝搬
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